
Your Customers Deserve SeaDek
SeaDek Marine Products Set Your Business Apart

ArAre your customers asking about SeaDek? SeaDek has taken 
the marine industry by storm with their superior alternative to 
carpet and molded-in non-skid, and revolutionized the way 
people think about marine flooring. Today’s boaters are turning 
to SeaDek for its blend of comfort, safety, and style.

SeaDeSeaDek is the #1 non-skid solution for slick boat surfaces, 
and its soft, shock-absorbing properties drastically reduce 
pain and fatigue caused by long days on the water.

Made from a unique formula of UV resistant closed-cell EVA 
foam, SeaDek will not absorb water, cleans easily, and is guar-
anteed to stand up to the demanding conditions of the marine 
environment.

For easy peel-and-stick installation, SeaDek utilizes a robust 
3M™ pressure sensitive adhesive that ensures a strong and 
lasting bond.  With a strong dedication to customer service 
and quality manufacturing, all SeaDek products are proudly 
made in the USA at their Rockledge, FL, production facility.

Need to update the image of an older boat? 

ConsideConsider SeaDek as an option for increasing the resale value 
of used boats and trade-ins.  Seadek can make a late model 
boat modern and appealing to customers with minimal cost 
and effort.

We offer an extensive selection of stock products that 
can usually be ordered and shipped the same day, 
including:

• Helm Pads
• Coaming Bolsters
• DIY Sheet Material
• Step Kits
•• Fish Rulers

Want something a little more custom? 

SeaDek is fully customizable, and with a wide variety of colors, 
textures, and thicknesses available, the options are virtually 
endless. 

SeaDekSeaDek has an international network of Certified Fabricators 
and Installers that specialize in serving the aftermarket quickly 
and accurately. These factory-trained professionals can travel 
to a customer’s home or dock and take the custom SeaDek 
process from start to finish.  Dealers without a SeaDek Certified 
Fabricator or Installer nearby also have the opportunity to 
work with the SeaDek factory on custom projects.

StandStand out from your competition by offering SeaDek at 
your retail location or dealership! 

The Benefits of Using SeaDek
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